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Most markets are characterized by imperfections, mostly market power and limited in-
formation. Under these circumstances, intermediaries like real estate agents and insurance
brokers play an important role in the economy by facilitating exchange between third parties.
As specialized entities they can transmit information, thereby lessening information asymme-
tries between market participants and can thus enhance the functioning of markets. This spe-
cial role allows for opportunistic behavior by intermediaries, though. As long as the parties
can write enforceable contracts that cover the relevant aspects of the intermediaries’ behavior,
legal regulation is not necessary. In this paper it will be shown, though, that contracts are only
partially able to solve possible principal-agent problems and that the current legal rules in
Germany are inefficient as they can not sufficiently control possible opportunistic behavior. A
system of legal rules for intermediaries is sketched, taking into account that severe informa-
tional asymmetry is more likely to arise if transactions are infrequent and learning does not
take place.
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Introduction
The traditional wisdom of microeconomic theory attributes efficient allocation of re-
sources to perfect markets that are built on the assumption of complete information and well-
defined property rights. Real world markets, though, are mostly characterized by some de-
grees of market power and limited information. Under these circumstances, efficient alloca-
tions of resources are unlikely. Furthermore, as pointed out by Akerlof in his seminal paper
†,
severe informational asymmetries can cause complete market failure. Intermediaries are well-
known instruments to overcome this kind of market failure. In this paper, the notion that bro-
kers decrease information asymmetries but this advantage might lead to severe problems of
opportunistic behavior will be used to show how legal rules might be used as corrective ac-
tion.
The paper is divided into four parts. In part one, the role of brokers is analyzed. Part two
shows problems caused by asymmetrical information and some solutions through market-
based means. Part three sketches possible legal rules while part four concludes.
The Role of Brokers and Agents as Intermediaries
Spulber defines intermediaries as economic agents who either buy from suppliers for re-
sale or help buyers and sellers in meeting and transacting
‡. Brokers and agents belong to the
second form of these economic agents and intermediate between buyers and sellers of goods
and services. The main difference towards merchants is that brokers and agents do not hold
any inventory and are compensated with a commission based on transaction revenue
§.
One has to draw a distinction between brokers and agents, though. In the following, bro-
kers should be defined as those intermediaries that do not act in the sole interest of one party
but in the interest of all parties involved
**. Contrary to that, an agent is defined as an interme-
                                               
† George Akerlof: The Market for “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, Quarterly Journal
of Economics, Vol. 84 (3), August 1970, pp. 488.
‡ Dennis Spulber: Market Microstructure: Intermediaries and the Theory of the Firm, Cambridge 1999, p. 3.
§ Steven C. Hackett: A Comparative Analysis of Merchant and Broker Intermediation, Journal of Economic Be-
havior and Organization, Vol. 18(3), August 1992, p. 301.
** The German Commercial Code (HGB) for example clearly states that commercial brokers have fiduciary du-
ties against all parties involved. Cf. for example Baumbach/Hopt: Handelsgesetzbuch, 1993, § 93, Rn. 33.
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diary that acts on behalf and in the interest of its principal but not on behalf or in the interest
of other parties.
In a Coasean world characterized by zero transaction costs and well-defined property
rights, brokers and agents shouldn’t play an important role: If two parties can costlessly ne-
gotiate the exchange of a specified good or service and conclude the transfer, a cooperative
surplus will result. In the absence of strategic behavior, this surplus S will be split equally
between both parties so that each gets 
2
S
. Even in the case of positive transaction costs, trans-
actions will take place as long as the cooperative surplus is greater than the transaction costs
T. Each party will consequently ceteris paribus realize a gain of 
2
T S -
. If an intermediary as
a third party is introduced into the transaction, the amount of the cooperative surplus will re-
main the same but has to be split between all three parties. In the absence of strategic bar-
gaining behavior, each party now receives 
3
T S -
. If a broker or agent is introduced, the initial
parties will ceteris paribus be worse off. The assumption of exogenous transaction costs, i.e.
transactions costs that are independent of an intermediary, is unrealistic, though. As market
transactions are associated with positive costs like search costs, information costs, bargaining
costs and enforcement costs, these costs play an important role in the decision whether to in-
troduce intermediaries into the transaction process
††.
These cost-saving functions of intermediaries have been extensively studied. Brunner
and Melzer stress that for each transactor there are information costs, which decline with fre-
quency of information acquisition
‡‡. Alchian argues that people with special knowledge about
a specific good or service will be a reputable source of information and that trade between a
specialist and a non-specialist is significantly cheaper than trade between two non-
specialists
§§. Introduction of an intermediary also depends on the opportunity costs of time:
                                               
†† Daniel F. Spulber: Market Microstructure and Intermediation, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 10(3),
Summer 1996, pp. 135-152 gives a precise overview on how brokers and other intermediaries can decrease
transaction costs.
‡‡ Karl Brunner and Allan H. Melzer: The Uses of Money: Money in the Theory of an Exchange Economy,
American Economic Review, Vol. 61(5), December 1971, p. 786.
§§ Armen A. Alchian: Why Money?, Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, Vol. 9(1) Part 2, February 1977, p.
134.
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one or both parties involved can use their time in a way that has a higher payoff than search-
ing for transaction opportunities. Consequently, Rubinstein and Wolinsky see brokers and
other intermediating agents as timesaving institutions, thereby lowering transaction costs
***.
Biglaiser models a situation where the intermediary’s quality is easier to assess than the qual-
ity of the good or service to be exchanged, thus explaining why moral hazard situations
should be ceteris paribus less likely
†††. The problem, though, is that intermediary services
themselves are experience goods whose quality can only be judged after consumption
‡‡‡.
Consumers are thus faced with a difficult situation: in order to profit from some expertise on
experience goods, they have to use another experience good - an intermediary. Normally, ad-
vertising is seen as a good way to transmit information in such a situation. It has been shown
that advertisements for goods with high value but infrequent purchase contain a higher pro-
portion of information than ads for low quality goods. It has also been shown that the adver-
tising volume is positively correlated on mobility of consumers
§§§. But advertising and other
forms of information transmission don’t work sufficiently in this situation: while advertising
may reveal special characteristics of the broker service, the basic characteristics of the
brokered good or service remains in the dark. Brokers, on the other hand, have enough expe-
rience to evaluate these goods and service, thereby reducing ceteris paribus transaction costs.
Johri and Leach stress that consumers have idiosyncratic tastes for heterogeneous goods and
services. They also allow intermediaries to hold inventories so that they can better match peo-
ple with goods and services
 ****.
Although intermediary services are heterogeneous, core characteristics always apply.
First, there are three parties involved: one supplier of a good or service, one demander and a
broker as an intermediary. Payment can either be by supplier, by demander or by both. Ide-
                                               
*** Ariel Rubinstein and Asher Wolinsky: Middlemen, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 102, 1987, pp. 581.
††† Gary Biglaiser: Middlemen as Experts, Rand Journal of Economics, Vol. 24, 1993, pp. 212.
‡‡‡ Following Nelson, experience goods are characterized as goods (or services) whose quality cannot meaning-
fully be determined before consumption has occurred. Cf. Phillip Nelson: Information and Consumer Behavior,
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 78(2), March 1970, pp. 311.
§§§ David N. Laband: Advertising as Information: An Empirical Note, Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol.
68(3), August 1986 pp. 517.
**** Alok Johri and John Leach: Middlemen and the Allocation of Heterogeneous Goods, International Economic
Review, Vol. 43(2), May 2002, pp. 348.
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ally, the result of the intermediary’s effort is a contract between supplier and demander. Es-
sentially, the work of brokers and agents is about arranging contracts. I therefore concentrate
on aspects immediately related to the relations between intermediaries and the other parties
involved and leave issues like optimal organization of brokerage firms and the like aside
††††.
The most intriguing aspect of broker and agent work is how situations characterized by
asymmetric information can be regulated by either market-based means or legal intervention
to prohibit opportunistic behavior of any party involved.
Brokers, agents and asymmetrical information
Many studies on brokers and agents make the implicit or explicit assumption that mid-
dlemen themselves are honest and can therefore decrease market imperfections
‡‡‡‡. All con-
tracts between consumers and these middlemen are consequently immune to moral hazard and
other problems of opportunistic behavior from the intermediaries’ side. Standard principal-
agent theory, though, stresses the possibility of opportunistic behavior by agents because of
their private information. As intermediaries regularly posses private information about the
transacted goods and services, i.e. information not available to at least one of the parties in-
volved, and because brokers and agents bear the full costs of their effort but can ceteris pari-
bus only partially participate in the additional gains, opportunistic behavior by brokers and
agents clearly plays a role. This is acknowledged by the real estate research and law and eco-
nomics literature. Zorn and Larsen for example analyze the incentive effects of different
compensation schemes on real estate brokers. They conclude that both flat-fee and percentage
commissions fail to fully align the interests of brokers and their principals
§§§§. Levmore argues
along the same lines
*****. Williams, though, remarks for competitive real asset markets that as
                                               
†††† For an overview of these aspects on real estate brokers cf. for example John D. Benjamin, G. Donald Jud and
G. Stacy Sirmans: What Do we know about Real Estate Brokerage, Journal of Real Estate Research, Vol. 20, pp.
5-30.
‡‡‡‡ For example Armen A. Alchian: Why Money?, Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, Vol. 9(1) Part 2, Feb-
ruary 1977, p. 136.
§§§§ Thomas S. Zorn and James E. Larsen: The Incentive Effects of Flat-Fee and Percentage Commissions for
Real Estate Brokers, AREUEA Journal, Vol. 14(1), 1986, pp. 24.
***** Saul Levmore: Commissions and Conflicts in Agency Arrangements: Lawyers, Real Estate Brokers, Un-
derwriters, and other Agents’ Rewards, Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. 36(1), April 1993, pp. 505.
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long as constant commission rates, exclusive agency contracts and contractual asking prices
apply, there are no agency problems between a broker and his clients
†††††.
Agents should act on behalf of their customers to reduce information asymmetries: The
buyer of a house has inferior knowledge on the quality of the object than the seller of the
house. Additionally he might not be sure how and where to find suitable trading partners.
Therefore, the buyer introduces the real estate agent into the transaction: he wants to profit
from the agent’s expertise in order not to be exploited by the seller. The same reasoning ap-
plies if the seller introduces the agent into the transaction: exploitation through the buyer
should be less likely.
In this setting, the agent has superior knowledge to all other parties involved. This leads
to the typical principal-agent situation where opportunistic behavior can either be of the hid-
den information type, where the agent uses private information to his own benefit or of the
hidden action type when the agent’s effort level is unobservable by the principal
‡‡‡‡‡.
If consumers realize that agents behave opportunistically, they may be reluctant to use
their services. This is especially true when consumers know that there are two groups of
agents characterized by different levels of quality: high-quality agents and low-quality agents.
High-quality agents are defined as agents without opportunistic behavior while low-quality
agents might engage in some form of opportunism. As long as agents can credibly signal the
quality of their services, consumers can choose high-quality agents and can ensure that they
won’t be opportunistically exploited
§§§§§.
Reputation effects as possible solutions to principal-agent problems within contractual
relations are even more important if there are repeated interactions between partners. Klein
                                               
††††† Joseph T. Williams: Agency and Brokerage of Real Assets in Competitive Equilibrium, The Review of Fi-
nancial Studies, Vol. 11(2), 1998, pp.239.
‡‡‡‡‡ For a basic introduction to the principal-agent model cf. Eirik G. Furubotn and Rudolph Richter: Institutions
and Economic Theory, Ann Arbor, 2000, pp. 179.
§§§§§ The importance of reputation for real estate agents is stressed by B. Mak Arvin: A Model of Reputation Ac-
quisition in Real Estate Brokerage, Journal of Housing Economics, Vol. 5, 1996, pp. 133. For a general discus-
sion of reputation effects cf. for example Steven Tadelis: What’s in a Name? Reputation as a Tradeable Asset,
American Economic Review, Vol. 89(5), pp. 548.
Hackett points out that reputation effects for brokers and agents are weaker than for merchant intermediaries.
C.f. Steven C. Hackett: A Comparative Analysis of Merchant and Broker Intermediation, Journal of Economic
Behavior and Organization, Vol. 18(3), August 1992, p. 313.
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and Leffler
****** show that sunk costs and market prices above competitive prices can lead to a
supply of high quality that is independent of third-party enforcement. They also stress,
though, that non-third-party enforcement will be less likely when consumers face high costs
in determining the quality ex ante. This is regularly the case with experience goods. It has al-
ready been stated that broker and agent services are indeed experience goods. Therefore,
reputation and repeated interaction may not impede opportunistic behavior sufficiently.
In the absence of credible signals and reputation effects, the principal-agent-problem
between agents and their customers might be solved by appropriate payment schemes. One
widely used incentive payment scheme is pure commission payment. Under a pure commis-
sion scheme, the broker or agent gets a fixed percentage of the transaction amount as payment
for his services but no base payment. Because total commissions, but not the commission per-
centage, rise with the value of transactions, this form of payment is best suited when princi-
pals want to realize a high value, i. e. when selling a house or car. It can easily be seen that
this form of compensation is not suitable if the principal wants to realize a low value of the
transaction, for example when buying a house. A more desirable form of compensation may
then be the so-called reverse commission. Under this scheme, a base provision is linked to the
maximum willingness to pay of the client and the commission rate increases with declining
transaction value.
Imagine the following scenario: a principal wants to buy a specific commodity. The
principal uses an agent in the transaction and compensates for the services with a reverse
commission scheme. The agent acts as profit maximizer. The client’s maximum willingness
to pay is €100000 plus a commission of 10%. In this case, the agent receives a commission of
10000 100000 1 , 0 = ￿ = P . Now, the commission rate is raised by 1 % for each €1000 spent
less on the commodity. If the agent can realize a transaction for € 90000, the received com-
mission will be  18000 90000 2 , 0 = ￿ = P .
The commission can consequently be stated as  W p P ￿ • = ) ( , where W is the value of the
transaction and  ) (• p  is the commission rate. In the example mentioned above, the commis-
                                               
****** Benjamin Klein and Keith B. Leffler: The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance,
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 89(4), August 1981, pp. 615.
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As long as the transaction value is independent of the agent’s effort, the ceteris paribus
profit maximizing value of the transaction is 
2
) 1 ( max W n
W
+
= . With n=10% and
100000 € max = W , the commission maximizing value of the transaction is € 55000.
The assumption of constant costs is unrealistic, though, as finding better suited transac-
tion partners requires more effort than just contracting with the first available transaction
partner. If the costs associated with effort c(e) are taken into account, the agent’s reaction is to
find the optimal level of e, which will be lower than in the case of zero marginal costs. The
example nevertheless shows that reverse commission generates correct incentives for the
agent if the customer wants to realize a low price.
All of the above mentioned forms of contractual enforcement between agents and their
clients built on non-third-party enforcement. The crucial point in all methods is the ex ante in-
formation available to the agent’s customer. If he is well informed, contracts can be drawn
that take care of possible principal-agent problems either by contractual terms or by initiating
an appropriate compensation scheme. This is arguably the case if clients engage in multiple,
similar transactions on the market, giving them the opportunity to gather relevant information.
Many principal-agent transactions, though, do not fulfill this assumption. Principals might
have rather low transaction frequencies and low special knowledge, suggesting that severe in-
formational asymmetries are present. In this case, neither reputation aspects nor skillfully de-
veloped contracts will effectively stop opportunistic behavior by agents. Arguments along the
same lines are also valid for brokers. They, too, have better information than the other parties
involved in the transaction. This might lead to opportunistic behavior on the brokers’ side.
Yet, as they have by definition fiduciary duties towards all parties involved, their opportunis-
tic behavior might have even more severe results.
Opportunistic behavior is no sufficient reason for legal regulation per se. Adams, though,
has extensively shown why legal regulation of contracts under asymmetric information and
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opportunistic behavior of parties involved might still be preferable to the reputation mecha-
nism and other market-based means
††††††. This is especially true for contracts that cover expe-
rience goods and one-shot or seldom repeated transactions where meaningful learning cannot
take place. Following this line of reasoning, legal regulation of agent and broker contracts
might be an appropriate solution. In order to evaluate the practical importance of the above-
mentioned problems, it is worthwhile to have a closer look on the market for specific agent
and broker services.
The Market for Ship Brokers
International sea trade is on the rise. Between 1995 and 2000 traffic increased by 5,5%
yearly
‡‡‡‡‡‡. The shipping industry itself is characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity
which is being attributed to a high variation in cargoes and very different types of ships
§§§§§§.
Concentration is low: the individual shipping firm is small compared to the total market vol-
ume.
The different markets within the shipping industry can be classified by either type of
cargo, like bulk or container cargo, or by mode of scheduling, like liner shipping and tramp or
charter shipping. In liner shipping, the operator offers a regular service between scheduled
ports of call while in tramp shipping both frequencies and routes of service are directly nego-
tiated between shippers and ship owners or operators
*******.
Brokers and liner agents play an important role in the shipping market. Their clients can
be found among shippers as well as among ship owners. While most liner or forwarding
                                               
†††††† Cf. Michael Adams: Ökonomische Begründung des AGB-Gesetzes: Verträge unter asymmetrischer Infor-
mation, Betriebsberater, 1989, pp. 781.
‡‡‡‡‡‡ British Invisibles (Eds.): City Business Series 1999,: Maritime Services, London, pp. 7.
§§§§§§ British Invisibles (Eds.): City Business Series 1996,: Maritime Services, London, pp. 7.
******* For a thorough discussion of the sea shipping industry cf. Martin Stopford: Maritime Economics, 2
nd Edi-
tion, London 1997, pp. 77.
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agents are contractually tied to only one principal
†††††††, brokers are agents for a multitude of
clients
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡.
Shipbrokers are often specialized in certain markets, for example the market for bulk
cargoes or the market for crude oil. Like intermediaries in other fields, they normally act as
agents of only one party, be it the ship owner or the shipper. This may be a one-time or on-
going arrangement. But there are also situations when they act on behalf and in the interest of
both parties involved: the shipper and the ship owner or ship operator. Liner agents are bound
to their respective principals by an exclusive contract for a longer time. They represent them
not only in direct transactions with potential shippers but do also arrange marketing and ad-
vertising activities as well as port activities
§§§§§§§.
From a broker’s point of view, cargoes are homogeneous. Brokers specialized in, for ex-
ample, grain cargoes don’t care if they represent shipper A or shipper B. The cargo has identi-
cal features regardless of the whereabouts. This cargo can be shipped by a multitude of avail-
able vessels. The broker only has to take care that the volume of the cargo is less or equal than
the available volume of the vessel. The same holds for a broker representing the ship owner: it
does not matter if the grain shipped is from shipper A or shipper B, the physical characteristic
is the same. The same reasoning applies to the shippers of grain itself: from her point of view,
the ships are homogeneous. She does not care about different characteristics of the ships as
long as the transport between origin and destination is to her satisfaction. There is no specific
information needed to judge the quality of transport. Even if there is some form of uncer-
tainty, it could be postulated that most shippers do engage in repeated shipping of their goods
and that they therefore acquire specific knowledge during the transactions. This is true for
both contract terms and ship characteristics. Ship owners are in a comparable situation to
                                               
††††††† There are some agents who act as liner agents for more than one shipping company. These agents never-
theless emphasize their contractual ties to their principals and do not attempt to give the impression of independ-
ence.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ This and the following paragraph build on Lars Gorton, Rolf Ihre and Arne Sandevärn: Shipbroking and
Chartering Practise, 4
th Edition, London 1995, pp. 30.
The authors state that brokers should ideally act as fair agents for all parties involved. This view is widely held in
legal thought. From an economic point of view, though, it is not clear, why agents should care about the interests
of all their clients unless some form of incentive mechanism is implemented.
§§§§§§§ Cf. Lars Gorton, Rolf Ihre and Arne Sandevärn: Shipbroking and Chartering Practise, 4
th Edition, London
1995, p. 35.
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shippers: to them, the cargoes are homogeneous. They don’t need specific information to pro-
vide transport. This argument is obviously true not only for bulk cargoes but also for contain-
erized cargoes.
Given this situation, asymmetric information between shippers, ship owners and brokers
seems negligible. Consequently, the broker cannot behave opportunistically towards the ship-
per or the ship owner. Furthermore, all parties involved are likely to do repeated transactions,
therefore acquiring the necessary information over time. In this setting, the brokers’ main task
is matching, not decreasing informational asymmetries. As the specific specialized shipping
markets are transparent, market-based solutions are the preferred means to contract enforce-
ment.
Travel Agents
The market for travel agents in Germany is characterized by a high degree of concentra-
tion. In 2001, about 90% of all travel agencies belonged to chains, franchise systems or coop-
erations. There were a total of 13701 travel agencies in 2001, 6321 being so-called full serv-
ice agencies, holding at least one tour operator license and one common carrier license
********.
7470 travel agencies, holding at least two tour operator licenses but no common carrier li-
censes, offered limited services
††††††††. The total turnover in 2001 was € 23,81 billion, a 5%
decrease from 2000. € 7,21 billion can be attributed to business travel while € 16,60 billion
were due to personal travel. Package holidays led to a turnover of € 13,03 billion in 2001, in-
dividual air travel accounted for € 8,35 billion, rail travel was responsible for € 1,1 billion
while all other activities turned over € 1,33 billion
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡.
Although only 38% of all travel agencies belong to a chain or franchise system, they are
responsible for 58% of total turnover. 51% of all agencies belong to cooperations; they are re-
sponsible for 37% of total turnover. The remaining 10% of travel agencies are independent
and turn over the remaining 5%. Chains and franchise systems as well as cooperations define
                                               
******** Common carrier licenses are either IATA or German Rail (DB) licenses.
†††††††† There are also travel agencies without any licenses at all. Those agencies use other (licensed) agencies to
buy airline tickets and holiday packages. In return, they get some percentage of commission.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ FVW Dokumentation: Reisebüro 2001: Ketten und Kooperationen, FVW International, May 31, 2001.
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so-called Class A tour operators which are preferably sold by affiliated agencies. Some chains
have as many as 35 Class A operators while some franchise systems only have two.
Travel agencies are paid by airlines and tour operators with a commission payment. One
common feature is that it is purely turnover based
§§§§§§§§. Air carriers pay between 3% and 9%
commission for flights sold in Germany, based on the class of service and destination
*********.
Tour operators normally pay base commission rates between 10% and 12% and additional
commission of up to 5% if agencies realize a certain increase in turnover.
Airlines, hotels, rail companies, ferry operators and tour operators sell their services di-
rectly to the public through internet sites, own outlets and call centers. Nevertheless, a signifi-
cant share of travel related business is conducted by travel agencies. Of all holiday travel
lasting more than 5 days, 45% was booked through travel agencies
†††††††††. If one keeps in
mind that about 58% of all destinations for holiday travel lasting more than 5 days are either
in Germany or the directly neighboring countries, it seems plausible that most Mediterranean
and intercontinental travel is booked through travel agencies. This implies that high-value
holiday travel is booked through agencies while low-value holiday travel is booked directly.
Furthermore, most flight-only travel is booked through travel agencies
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡.
The markets for holiday packages are relatively intransparent because most tour opera-
tors use multiple brands to market their services and many travel agencies offer “me-too”-
holiday packages
§§§§§§§§§. The market for flights is comparably intransparent. Flights between
                                               
§§§§§§§§ Jörg Dewenter: Die rechtliche Stellung des Reisebüros, Baden-Baden 2000, pp. 21. Outside Germany,
more and more airlines cut back or stop commission payments to travel agents. Both American Airlines and
United Airlines are leading the way in the US while Scandinavian Airlines does the same in Scandinavia.
********* Bundesverband mittelständischer Reiseunternehmen e.V. (ASR),
http://www.asr-online.de/internet/Provisionen-alph.doc.
Lufthansa, being the dominant carrier in the German market, pays 5% for travel within Europe, 7% for intercon-
tinental First and Business Class and 9% for intercontinental Economy Class.
††††††††† Deutscher Reisebüro und Reiseveranstalter Verband (DRV): Fakten und Zahlen zum Deutschen Reise-
markt, Sonderausgabe zur ITB 2002.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ 92% of Lufthansa’s turnover is generated through travel agencies. Cf. Lufthansa Report: Per Mausklick
um die Welt: Auf dem InfoFlyway durch das Internet.
http://www.lufthansa.com/dlh/de/htm/presse/newslink_2001_09/texte/lh_report_ifw.pdf
§§§§§§§§§ “Me-too”-Operators bundle flights, hotels and ground transportation ad-hoc and don’t use catalogs or
flyers to advertise these tours.
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most city pairs can be arranged on more than one airline. There might be considerable differ-
ences in price, service levels or travel time but generally, substitution between different air-
lines is possible. While most travelers fly between their origin and destination airports on one
airline or at least on airlines belonging to the same airline alliance, there is always the possi-
bility to book multiple airlines in one itinerary by using so-called interline fares
**********.
These fares allow for example to fly from Frankfurt to Mexico City by using Lufthansa on the
Frankfurt-London sector, British Airways on London-Toronto, Continental Airlines on To-
ronto-New York and AeroMexico New York-Mexico City. Consumers can gather informa-
tion about prices and service through either Internet sites or call centers or by using a travel
agent. While Internet travel sites or airline call centers might be good sources of information
for easy itineraries, complicated multi-stop/multi-airline routings can meaningfully only be
booked by travel agents.
Taking all this into account, travel agencies have significantly more information than the
average consumer. Because of commission payments, agencies have ceteris paribus an in-
centive to sell higher priced packages although comparable lower priced trips might be avail-
able. This problem is further increased because most agencies try to sell packages offered by
their respective class A operators first. Only if this is impossible (missing availability, desti-
nation not in program) packages from other operators will be sold to clients.
While airlines and tour operators can at least partially monitor the quality and overall
performance of travel agents, this is unlikely for the travel agents’ clients. Consequently, air-
lines and tour operators can control possible opportunistic behavior while clients can not.
Given this specific situation, it seems implausible that market-based solutions could work.
Residential Real Estate Brokers
In 2000, there were about 20100 real estate brokerage firms in Germany. Roughly, 80%
of them had less than six employees while only 5% had more than 15 employees
††††††††††.
Total average turnover per firm was roughly € 295600 in 2000. Distribution of turnover was
                                               
********** For an introduction to airline pricing cf. Alexander T. Wells: Air Transportation: A Management Per-
spective, 3
rd Edition, Belmont, CA, 1993, pp. 315-354.
†††††††††† IHK Darmstadt: Immobilienmarkt in Deutschland – Branchenkennzahlen
http://datenfix.darmstadt.ihk.de/dlihk/dlinf072.htm
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heterogeneous – in 1993 real estate broker firms with less than six employees accounted for
only 20% of total market turnover while they made up 85% of all firms
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡. 60% of aver-
age turnover per firm in 2000 came from selling of houses while only 12% came from rental
agreements. Consequently, small firms with low average turnover characterize the German
real estate broker market.
Demand for residential real estate broker services is heterogeneous. A crucial distinction
must be made between buyers and tenants of property. In contrast to many countries world-
wide, Germans seldomly buy residential property, the average age of the first-time property
buyer is 38. On average, houses will be sold after 30 years while apartments will be sold after
20 years. Therefore buying property is an infrequent transaction for most people. In contrast,
rental agreements for residential property are far more common and therefore frequency for
the average person rises.
In the German system of real estate brokerage, most transactions are carried out by using
only one broker who is normally introduced into the transaction by the seller or lessor of resi-
dential property. Brokers are paid by commission: if the transaction involves renting out resi-
dential property, commission is normally paid by the tenant. If the transaction involves selling
residential property, the situation is not as clear-cut: full commission payment by the seller,
commission-splitting between seller and buyer as well as full commission payment by the
buyer occur. The most common payments are full payment by the buyer and commission
splitting between seller and buyer. It depends on the market situation, though, which form of
commission payment will occur
§§§§§§§§§§.
Markets for residential real estate are characterized by noticeable informational asym-
metries. The seller or lessor of residential real estate as well as the broker should have better
information than the buyer or tenant. This information stems from different sources, though.
While the seller or lessor has a significant amount of information on the specific object, the
broker has more general information on the respective market. The buyer or tenant, on the
other hand, has ceteris paribus less information than both seller or lessor on the object and the
broker on the market. There is an additional informational asymmetry between the broker and
                                               
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Heribert Pauk: Analyse des Immobilienmaklers, Münster, Hamburg, 1994, p. 43.
§§§§§§§§§§ The situation on the market for commercial property in Germany is different. Most brokers receive their
commission from the seller or lessor of the property.
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the seller because the latter only knows about the quality of the specific object while the for-
mer knows about the average price for comparable objects, the average duration on the market
and the like.
Given this situation, brokers can behave opportunistically towards both sellers and buyer
respectively lessors and tenants of residential property. Thus, neither commission payments
nor reputational effects can effectively control for principal-agent and other problems of op-
portunistic behavior.
Legal Rules
Ship brokers, real estate brokers as well as travel agents arrange contracts between two
parties. Therefore, they offer comparable services: their main goal is always to get both par-
ties to agree on some form of contract. It has been shown that market solutions cannot always
be used to solve problems of opportunistic behavior between ship brokers, real estate brokers,
travel agents and their respective clients. Therefore, legal rules might be a solution to some
forms of opportunistic behavior by intermediaries.
Presently all three types of intermediaries are regulated by German law. Although their
tasks are comparable, applicable legal rules are completely different.
Real estate brokers
*********** are so called Zivilmakler and are regulated by §§ 652-655
of the German civil code BGB. The brokers’ payment is the main concern of the BGB regula-
tion of real estate brokers. Additionally there are two special pieces of legislation called
Makler- und Bauträgerverordnung (MaBV) and Wohnungsvermittlungsgesetz. The first one is
concerned with general requirements regarding basic fiduciary duties; the second one is con-
cerned with special regulation for brokerage of rental apartments. The fiduciary duties defined
are separate management of broker and client assets, minimal accounting standards and
minimal disclosure. Minimal disclosure duties as defined by the MaBV, though, cannot
meaningfully take care of the problem of asymmetrical information and resulting opportunis-
tic behavior. Essentially brokers are only obliged to give information on the address of the
house or apartment, size, number of rooms, year of construction, name and address of the
seller or landlord and price. Information that is really needed to evaluate the object, like qual-
                                               
*********** Although called brokers, the intermediaries are actually agents because they work on behalf and in the
interest of only one principal.
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ity and price relative to other comparable objects are not required. The Wohnungsver-
mittlungsgesetz introduces additional regulations for brokers doing business in rental real es-
tate, the most important being that the brokers’ commission must be a multiple of the monthly
rent and must not be higher than twice the monthly rent plus applicable taxes
†††††††††††. Again,
this regulation is not suitable to decrease asymmetrical information. Furthermore, it does not
even guarantee that the broker does not behave opportunistically towards the client: if a po-
tential renter uses a broker to search for an apartment, she is interested ceteris paribus in the
lowest price. The broker on the other hand ceteris paribus maximizes his profits by arranging
a contract with a monthly rent identical to the renters’ maximum willingness to pay. Now the
broker has a strong incentive only to disclose the most expensive contract to the renter. The
present legal regulation cannot stop this opportunistic behavior.
Shipping brokers as commercial brokers are regulated through §§ 93-104 of the German
commercial code HGB. In contrast to real estate brokers, they are more heavily regulated as
the HGB defines additional duties. These include tighter accounting standards, higher infor-
mational duties and tougher liability. German commercial law states that commercial brokers
are paid by both parties unless the parties decided otherwise. Payments can but don’t need to
be in form of commissions. Therefore, a shipping broker is sometimes seen as a fair interme-
diary trying to weigh the interests of both parties
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡. This legal construct is in stark
contrast to that of the real estate broker, which is clearly seen as the agent of only one party.
Travel agents are commercial agents and are regulated through §§ 84-92c HGB. The
HGB defines commercial agents as tradesmen or as companies that permanently negotiate
transactions on behalf of other companies or tradesmen. § 86 HGB explicitly states that com-
mercial agents must act in the interest of the principal. The principal in return has to support
the agent by giving him samples, flyers, price lists and the like. The principal has to be paid a
monthly commission to the agent. This legal regulation might be suitable to solve possible
                                               
††††††††††† § 3 I WohnraumVermG.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ While the statutes stress the point of the fair broker, reality is different: most transactions are conducted
with two brokers: one representing the ship owner and one representing the shipper. Cf. Lars Gorton, Rolf Ihre
and Arne Sandevärn: Shipbroking and Chartering Practise, 4
th Edition, London 1995, pp. 30.
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principal-agent problems between travel agents and their principals but does not prevent op-
portunistic behavior towards the customer
§§§§§§§§§§§.
The analysis of travel agents’ legal regulation exemplifies the main problem with the
current situation in Germany: while the relationship between agent and principal is regulated
in a way that makes opportunistic behavior of each party less likely, third parties are still vul-
nerable: contact between customers and travel agencies is regularly initiated by the customers.
They want to profit from the information of the travel agency to get the service that suits their
needs best. Customers therefore expect travel agencies to act in their best interest, not in the
interest of tour operators or airlines.
The same argument holds for real estate brokers: in Germany, real estate brokers are tra-
ditionally appointed by the owners. The contact, though, is initiated by the prospective tenant
or buyer. These parties want to profit from the information of brokers in order to secure a deal
with ceteris paribus low prices while the owners want to realize high prizes. Again, prospec-
tive tenants or buyers want the brokers to act in their best interest, not in the best interest of
the owners.
Given possible market failures resulting from asymmetric information between brokers
and the transacting parties, current legal regulations only take care of the broker/client rela-
tionship. The relationship between the broker and the third party, though, is widely unregu-
lated and therefore prone to opportunistic behavior. As welfare is highest for all market par-
ticipants if brokers efficiently decrease asymmetric information without behaving opportunis-
tically towards any market participants, legal regulation should be structured in a way that the
broker is independent but bound by statutes that make opportunistic behavior largely unlikely.
This can best be achieved by defining informational duties and liabilities if these duties are
not met.
It has been shown that there are informational asymmetries of different severity: ship-
pers and ship owners, for example, are likely to be better informed relative to the ship broker
than house sellers and house buyers are relative to the real estate broker. Hence it seems plau-
sible to introduce a more lenient regulation to those brokers dealing with relatively well in-
                                               
§§§§§§§§§§§ During the mid-90’s, some spectacular insolvencies of German tour operators left thousands of travel-
ers stranded. Subsequent legal reform introduced §§ 651a-k into the German Civil Code BGB. These statutes,
however, only deal with duties of tour operators, not with those of travel agents.
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formed parties while brokers dealing with uninformed parties should be more closely bound
by legal regulation. As all brokers are essentially doing the same kind of work, namely pro-
curing contracts, they can be regulated through one common set of statutes.
Current German legal regulation does not follow this easy yardstick measure of broker
regulation. First, current regulation is scattered all over different codes, mostly the civil code
BGB and the commercial code HGB. Real estate brokers have to follow additional rules, set
forth in the MaBV. This makes current legal regulation confusing and ceteris paribus more
costly
************. Second and more important, current legal regulation does not follow the in-
formation rule, i.e. that brokers that deal with less informed parties should be more strictly
regulated. On the contrary, commercial brokers like ship brokers face stricter regulation than
travel agents or real estate brokers do.
Many problems can be eliminated by securing an independent position of the broker.
Legal regulation should therefore eliminate all permanent contractual ties between brokers
and any party: travel agencies, for example, can no longer act as commercial agents for tour
operators and airlines. If parties want brokers to act on their behalf, this must be done on a
transaction basis. Furthermore, brokers must disclose beforehand if they are already an agent
to another party.
Moreover, commission should not be the mandatory form of brokers’ compensa-
tion
††††††††††††. A transaction fee would be preferable in many cases, although a commission
scheme can be used as a pure incentive payment. It should therefore be within the parties’
discretion to pick the suitable form of payment for a given transaction.
Present legal regulation generally limits brokers’ liability to negligence
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡. This
generates weak incentives to commit to a high level of care, given market imperfections
                                               
************ This point has also recently been made in the German legal literature, cf. Kyra Seidenberg: Die not-
wendige Neuordnung des Wohnungs- und Immobilienmaklerrechts und seine Integration in das BGB, Frankfurt,
2000
†††††††††††† This is explicitly the case for real estate brokers. § 3 (1) WoVG stipulates payment to be a fraction or
multiple of the monthly rent. Because brokers can only demand payment from the renting party, a winner’s curse
results if more than one party has negotiated about the property as commission will be set high enough that it
covers all costs associated with the brokerage.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Some brokers like investment brokers or stockbrokers are bound by additional legislation and face
stricter liability standards. Real estate brokers or travel agents, though, face only weak liability standards.
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stemming from asymmetric information and broker services being experience goods. All bro-
kers must consequently be strictly liable for not or falsely disclosing information to the parties
involved.
Conclusion
The idealistic neoclassical market conditions with perfect information, well-established
property rights and perfect competition are rarely met. Most markets are characterized by im-
perfections, mostly market power and limited information. Under these circumstances, inter-
mediaries like real estate agents and insurance brokers play an important role in the economy
by facilitating exchange between third parties. As specialized entities they can transmit in-
formation, thereby lessening information asymmetries between market participants and can
thus enhance the functioning of markets.
This special role allows for opportunistic behavior by intermediaries, though. Intermedi-
aries and their clients are in a typical principal-agent relationship and it is hence likely that
moral hazard will arise to some extent. As long as the parties can write enforceable contracts
that cover the relevant aspects of the intermediaries’ behavior, legal regulation is not neces-
sary.
In this paper, it was shown, though, that contracts are only partially able to solve possi-
ble principal-agent problems. This was made clear by analyzing three distinct markets in
Germany, namely the market for real estate services, the market for ship brokers and the mar-
ket for travel agents. It was also shown that the current system of legal regulation in Germany
is inefficient, as it can not sufficiently control possible opportunistic behavior.
This paper sketched a system of legal regulation of intermediaries taking into account
that severe informational asymmetry between the intermediary and his clients are more likely
to arise if transactions are infrequent and learning does not take place. Legal requirements for
intermediaries must therefore be stricter for transactions that are characterized by massive in-
formational asymmetries like real estate transactions and should gradually become more leni-
ent with declining information asymmetry.
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